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Abstract:
Global manufacturing virtual networks (GMVNs) constitute a new type of vertical
and horizontal relations between independent companies or even competitors
where it is not needed to maintain internal manufacturing resources but to manage
and share the network resources. The fluid relations that exist within the GMVNs
allow them a very permeable organization easy to connect and disconnect from one
to each other as well as to choose a set of partners with specific attributes. The
result is a highly flexible system characterized by low barriers to entry and exit,
geographic flexibility, low costs, rapid technological diffusion, high diversification
through

contract

manufacturers

and

exceptional

economies

of

scale

and

specialization. This paper analyses the causes behind the formation of such
networks, their strategy, structure, dynamics and culture, taking into account
areas such as strategic alliances between competitors, the permeable and diffuse
nature of the network actors, the inherent paradox of collaborating with
competitors, cross-cultural issues or information and communication technologies
at the network level. This work will clarify and put these organizations in
perspective and will analyze their evolution over the next few years.
Keywords: Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks, strategic alliances, contract
manufacturing, cross-culture.
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1. Introduction and theoretical framework
Today, the concept of plant or production centre is becoming increasingly more
ambiguous. In many industries, there is growing collaboration between production
centres and manufacturing networks that seek to respond to market demands
more efficiently and obtain competitive advantages in a globalized environment. In
some industries, such as the aeronautical industry, the electronics industry or the
automotive industry, there is mention of Global Manufacturing Virtual Networks
(GMVNs) based on a new manufacturing architecture model with a high
development potential to satisfy an increasingly demanding and fragmented
market (Shi et al., 2001).
The global environment, in which companies presently operate, with ever more
globalized markets, consolidations of companies or strategic alliances, is forcing
firms into finding new ways of collaboration that would improve the integration and
synchronization of the different functions and stages of the value chain of their
products. Within these networks, the suppliers maintain close relations with a very
varied number of clients permitting them to achieve better economies of scale and
also minimizing the risk of losing a specific collaboration with one of them (Fine,
1998). On the other hand, the OEMs maintain relations with an interchangeable
group of suppliers according to different technical and geographical particularities.
GMVNs minimize the almost exclusive interdependence between the OEM and the
suppliers which existed in the first phases of disintegration of the value chains
(Elmuti et al., 2001). The result is a network with a very permeable and flexible
structure, with very fluent relations and very low entrance and exit barriers,
permitting a very rapid diffusion of technology and very high economies of scale.
While the value chain of a company defines the vertical sequence of sequential
activities permitting a particular product or service to be produced, a GMVN
consists of several value chains (one for each actor participating in the network)
including relations of the vertical and horizontal type and which are continually and
dynamically being reconfigured (Sturgeon, 2000). In this context, a value chain
could be considered as a sub-unit of a GMVN, more static and determined than the
latter, though much easier to represent and define.
However, although the potential of these organizations is evident they also reveal a
number of problems that must be solved to ensure their own survival. A key
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Figure 1. Basics Aspectts of GMVNs
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processes, which are the stages that provide them less value and invest in higher
value stages such as R&D or marketing, to constitute its core competencies. At the
same time, manufacturing and assembly functions are given to new players in the
network: the contract manufacturers. This approach can question the interest of
contract manufacturers in these tasks when the OEM itself, which is the best who
knows the manufacturing processes, decides to leave them. The answer would be
that Stan Shih curve presented here is referred to the point of view of the OEM.
The contract manufacturer achieves much higher economies of scale than the OEM
because he produces similar products for other OEMs in some cases competitors.
Therefore, from the point of view of the contract manufacturer, manufacturing and
assembly stages will provide him a much higher value than the one perceived by a
single OEM. The problem arises when the contract manufacturer is moving forward
in its learning curve and accessing to new know-how technology that can be used
in developing its own products. Therefore, a natural tendency of the contract
manufacturer will be to manufacture its own products becoming an OEM competitor
of its former customers. The former contract manufacturer Lenovo is a good
example of this conversion into OEM by using its own distribution channels and
becoming one of the leaders within the computers sector. Recently, the AustrianCanadian contract manufacturer Magna that manufactures and assembles cars for
Mercedes, BMW and Saab announced its interest to buy Opel which will imply a
significant technology transfer and the adaptation of Magna as a new OEM that will
compete with its former customers. Another possibility is when a contract
manufacturer becomes an OEM but uses the brand and distribution channel of wellimplanted retailers in the market. Thus, large retail chains like Wal Mart or
Carrefour may order products like cars to contract manufacturers under their own
distribution brand with the same quality as the major brands but at significantly
lower prices. In the coming years, this process will occur in products that
traditionally were only OEM branded (Arruñada, 2006).
Figure 3 shows the different types of collaboration that can occur within the
GMVNs. The first one is the simplest case where two or more actors in the network
establish a partnership of collaborative manufacturing. Rolls Royce manufactures
the Trent 900 aircraft engine, designed to power the new Airbus 380, with the
collaboration of several companies because of the financial risk involved and the
high technological complexity of the project. Some of these partners are Volvo
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Aero that makes the intermediate compressor casing, ITP responsible for the lowpressure turbine or Honeywell in charge of the pneumatic systems.
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Actor 1
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Actor 2

Structural
Hole
Contract
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Actor 2

Actor 3

Indirect Colaboración through a third party

Colaboration through a Contract
Manufacturer

Figure 3. Types of Collaboration among GMVN Actors

In the second case, cooperation is made through the establishment of a joint
venture. The partnership developed between General Electric and SNECMA to
manufacture the CFM 56 engine was developed through a new 50-50 joint venture
named CFM International. This kind of collaboration is very usual between
companies competing in the same sector since minimizes opportunistic behavior
and prevents undesirable technology transfer (Gulati, 1995). A third type of
collaboration is through the so-called structural holes (Burt, 1992). This happens
when two or more firms have relation with the same actor without existing
relationships between them. This mechanism promotes diversity and new
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combination of these attributes, different network typologies can be obtained.
Figure 4 summarizes the most general type of networks. Networks composed of
relationships with partners with few ties to others are characterized to have many
structural holes and few direct and indirect ties. This typology facilitates control
over exchange partners like the case of hierarchical networks of suppliers widely
used in the 80's by Japanese companies in the automotive sector. Networks with
many interconnected relationships between all the actors are characterized by few
structural holes and high intensity of strong ties, which promotes trust and
cooperation among their actors to avoid positions of power (Ahuja, 2000). This
type of organization is usual on high-tech networks with much horizontal
collaboration. Networks with few overlaps and redundancies are characterized by
having many structural holes and predominance of weak ties that provide benefits
access to new information. Such organizations are ideal for brokerage of
information or technology like the consulting networks. Finally, networks with
many interactions between all their members through weak ties are what Sturgeon
(2002) called relational production networks. They are characterized by intense
social ties that underlie the economic network. Granovetter (1985) defined this
phenomenon as social embeddedness. GMVNs, due to the strong component of
horizontal relationships between competitors, should have a closed typology with
numerous and intense relations between their actors, with a greater percentage of
direct ties that encourage resource sharing and access to tacit knowledge to
promote the development of trust.
Proposition 1: The typology of GMVNs is mainly characterized by few
structural holes with predominantly strong and direct ties.
Many authors (e.g., Granovetter, 1985; Hofstede et al., 1990) have analyzed the
presence, under a systemic perspective, of some homogeneous cultural values and
practices where network actors can be identified to strengthen the group
membership or establish a social network that underlies the own GMVN and
facilitates interactions among its members. The feasibility of this approach would
facilitate the formation of new GMVNs by establishing, ex ante, a cultural
prescriptive model at the network level. The chart in figure 5 shows this approach
through four cultural mechanisms: the similarity of cultural practices among its
actors, social embeddedness, transfer of tacit knowledge and the importance of
trust in the network.
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There is a continuous interaction of these four cultural mechanisms during the
whole duration of the relationship by creating a continuous and mutual reinforcing
process. Although they come from the discipline of organizational culture, they
have a different meaning within GMVNs. They are divided according to their
influence before or after the formalization of the relationship in mechanisms ex
ante and ex post. Ex ante mechanisms condition the formation of the GMVN by
determining the energy that will be necessary for establishing that relationship.
These

mechanisms

are

the

similarities

of

cultural

practices

and

social

embeddedness. Ex post mechanisms facilitate and enhance the interaction of
actors in the network once the relationship is formed and they are tacit knowledge
transfer and trust.
There is a continuous interaction of these four cultural mechanisms during the
whole duration of the relationship by creating a continuous and mutual reinforcing
process. Although they come from the discipline of organizational culture, they
have a different meaning within GMVNs. They are divided according to their
influence before or after the formalization of the relationship in mechanisms ex
ante and ex post. Ex ante mechanisms condition the formation of the GMVN by
determining the energy that will be necessary for establishing that relationship.
These

mechanisms

are

the

similarities

of

cultural

practices

and

social

embeddedness. Ex post mechanisms facilitate and enhance the interaction of
actors in the network once the relationship is formed and they are tacit knowledge
transfer and trust.
It seems that there is a consensus among most of scholars (e.g., Hofsteted et al.,
1990; Gulati, 1995; Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000) about the importance of cultural
similarities in inter-firm collaborations to conclude that participants with similar
cultural practices reach high assessments of satisfaction, learning and collaboration
efficiency. On the other side, companies that have strong differences in their
organizational culture must expend enormous energy and time to establish
management practices and organizational routines to facilitate their interaction
(Pothukuchi et al., 2002). The problem arises when, once a GMVN collaboration is
formed, strong inconsistencies are detected in one or more cultural practices. In
fact, it is exceptional to find a potential collaborator with a strong compatibility and
similarity of all cultural practices since they do not constitute a cause of such
collaboration but are a necessary condition for its success. The collaboration
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collaborations

in

the

network

and

increases

reliability

against

potential

opportunistic behavior. These social networks need time to settle and once
established they will act as a catalyst for business relations in the network (Gulati
& Gargulio, 1999). To know the map of social relationships on the network is a key
factor to succeed in GMVNs. It is very complex to start a close collaboration from
the beginning if there is not a previous experience of less demanding relationships
that allow constructing a network of embedded social relations in the GMVN.
Tacit knowledge transfer is an ex post cultural mechanism that satisfies many of
the demands of GMVNs. One of the reasons to exist these networks is the ability to
transfer and make use of knowledge more efficiently in an environment of alliances
rather than through external market mechanisms. Anyhow, this argument does not
mean that tacit knowledge is easily transferred through the network since this fact
will be determined by the collaborative and competitive position of the network
actors. This type of knowledge represents one of the most efficient competitive
advantages sustainable over time (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000). It is also one of
the main factors that helps to differentiate companies from each other. There are
many possibilities that a strong tacit knowledge transfer between two network
actors produce a convergence in their cultural practices and consequently this fact
will help to homogenize culturally the network. Thus, it can be affirmed that tacit
knowledge transfer in a GMVN can help to build a systemic culture. When a
network actor shares with other participants, a kind of knowledge that is one of its
most important assets, what determine its own identity and distinguishes him from
other network actors, when this asset is diluted and expanded through the GMVN,
a process of cultural homogenization start to occur in the network.
Trust is a cultural ex post mechanism in GMVNs which evolves slowly over time and
if the appropriate measures are taken it can notably reduce transaction costs
(Gulati & Gargulio, 1999), make more fluid business collaboration and facilitate
tacit knowledge transfer in the GMVNs. The graph in Figure 6 shows the various
stages of trust in relations between companies within a GMVN and its relationship
to the degree of "virtualization".
Cultural mechanisms significantly influence the formation and survival of GMVNs by
exercising a number of cultural benefits. These benefits are 1) easy integration of
new members or collaborators in a GMVN based primarily on social embeddedness,
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like references or past experiences of one or more actors in the network, 2)
increase of a homogeneous culture increasingly strengthened due mainly to the
social network of relationships that were established, similarity of cultural practices
and tacit knowledge transfer and 3) reduced transaction costs caused mainly by

Very f ormal
agreements

Very strong f ormal
and normative
agreements

(1)

Formal
agreements with
f lexibility

Over time, personal
relationships are
growing stronger
Increase of inf ormal
and f luid
relationships.
Reputation in GMVNs High transaction costs
reduction due to strong
decrease of contracts
(3)
monitoring

(2)

Very f lexible
agreements.
Virtual relation

Increase of Virtualization

Nature of Contractual Relations between Network Actors

increased trust between network actors.

Deterrence based trust.
Structural dimension

(4)

Personal interactions.
Trust in persons

Knowledge based
trust

Social dimension of
Trust

Trust Evolution in GMVNs
Time

Figure 6: Relationship between Trust and "virtual" network

Proposition 2: Similarity of cultural practices between actors in GMVNs
increases chances of survival and constitutes an ex ante cultural mechanism
that favors the existence of homogeneous culture in the network.
Proposition 3: Trust and the degree of virtualization in a GMVN increase
proportionally with time in GMVNs that are successful.
Proposition 4: An intense tacit knowledge transfer between GMVN actors
increases the similarity of cultural practices, helps to homogenize culturally
the network, and builds a systemic culture.
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Strategy is a fundamental building block in the design of GMVNs. In a globalized
environment, the strong component of horizontal collaborations among their
members may question the validity of a “Porterian” strategy based on the search
for a balance of forces in the sector and on achieving a competitive advantage that
is sustainable in time. In this type of network it is very common that network
actors collaborate in a specific project while they compete in other projects or
stages of their value chain. Dell and Compaq both compete in the hardware
development

and

manufacturing

processes,

and

cooperate

with

software

companies like Netscape and Microsoft. Increasingly, OEMs collaborate with
contract manufacturers due to economies of scale or specialization that they get by
making similar products for several competitor OEMs. This paradox is permitted by
the OEMs, because the benefits obtained through this collaboration are much
greater than the inherent risks of collaborative manufacturing. This close
collaboration between competitor OEMs in the same sector is very frequent in
GMVNs. Thus, strategy in GMVNs must move away of classical patterns like the
two-dimensional Porterian model and try to find new ways of strategy as the
"coopetition" (Nalebuf & Brandenburg, 1996).
One way to solve this paradox is by dividing the strategy of GMVNs into three
perspectives: 1) Nodal strategic perspective based mainly on the traditional
strategy approach without considering the benefits of external collaborations; 2)
Dyadic strategic perspective based on collaborations with other companies in the
network to achieve beneficial scenarios for all parties that avoid opportunistic
behavior; and 3) Systemic strategic perspective based on the vision of the network
as a homogeneous system where the high level of trust and how GMVN activities
may fit together will permit them to compete efficiently in the market against other
networks.
2. Nodal Strategic Perspective
A very useful tool within this context is the three-dimensional matrix (Shi et al.
2003). This matrix shown in Figure 7 is based on three independent variables that
are necessary to consider when designing a manufacturing strategy in a GMVN: 1)
Internationalization of the manufacturing process, 2) Supply and value chain and
3) Strategic alliances:
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Internationalization of the manufacturing process: The manufacturing process is no
longer considered as one single production centre, but rather has to include
expansion or dispersion plants in accordance with the company's current strategy.

A= Strategic Alliances

(4)

(3)
(0)

(1)
F= Supply and Value Chain

(2)

G= Globalization

Figure 7: Strategic Positioning Of Rolls Royce Global Manufacturing Virtual Network

Supply and value chain: The various tasks involved in the manufacturing systems
and carried out on the network must be defined throughout the product value
chain, and both the stage of the chain during which the tasks are to be carried out
and the party by whom they are to be controlled must be specified. In addition,
this comprehensive view of the process will enable optimization through the
selection of internal and external activities, collaborators and the types of controls
established, slightly increasing process efficiency and obtaining more competitive
advantages.
Strategic alliances: A very broad range of possible forms of intercompany
collaboration must be assessed, ranging from specific collaborations on certain
projects to long-term joint ventures or strategic alliances.
Point (0) of figure 7 refers to Rolls-Royce’s beginnings in 1953, when it started up
its aircraft engine manufacturing activity with a model called Dart, manufactured
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entirely at one of its plants in the United Kingdom. Point (1) shows the
decentralization of the manufacturing processes begun by RR after it was privatized
in 1987. Point (2) indicates the company's internationalization after privatization;
however, this process did not include any significant collaboration with other
companies. Point (3) shows the current situation, which presents a highly
globalized company with manufacturing centres distributed all over the world (each
centre specializing in one or more engine subunits), integrated supply chains that
add value and a high level of participation in international projects in collaboration
with other companies to form an authentic virtual network.
The aim of this network is to satisfy a number of requirements that previously
limited its expansion policy, such as the possibility of incorporating technological
innovations into its engines, reducing financial risks with regard to new engine
projects, reducing its own manufacturing resources by subcontracting subunits to
collaborating companies, with each centre specializing in one type of engine
technology, and achieving economies of scale by the production process of each
manufacturing centre on the network specializing in one or more engine
components or subunits. In addition, by reducing its manufacturing resources,
Rolls-Royce has become more flexible with regard to reacting to changes in market
demand, maintaining the main competences of its organization, which, within the
scope of the manufacturing process, include the design and development of the
engines and the assembly and final testing stages.
Rolls-Royce's strategy on the network is to change the supply chain in accordance
with the project or engine type in question. In the case of its Trent engine family,
there is very little horizontal collaboration, since it has a highly consolidated
position on the market and has been manufactured for many years. The
manufacturing process is carried out at Rolls-Royce manufacturing centres or
companies in which the company has significant holdings in the share capital. Each
centre makes one or more engine components that are finally assembled and
tested at its facilities in Derby in the United Kingdom. However, in the case of the
new F136 engine, the supply chain is based on horizontal collaboration with
manufacturers, in some cases, direct competitors (e.g., GE), to form an authentic
virtual network whose external participants work together on the specific
manufacture of the engine. The benefits of this type of collaboration are beyond
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question since they allow an approach to high-financial-risk projects, resulting in
greater technical specialization of the components and a highly flexible production.
Point (4) in figure 5 indicates the company's trend for the coming years, where
external collaboration will be used more and more to the point where the
company's own resources shall be decapitalized. The future of this type of network
is not based on the internal maintenance of manufacturing resources to satisfy
unpredictable variations in demand. Rather it is based on relations with the various
components of a virtual network that allow the company to design a specific supply
chain in accordance with each engine type or client. Therefore, this type of network
is not based on the possession of certain own resources that condition what can be
produced, when it can be produced and how much, but rather on managing and
sharing the network resources.
This three-dimensional matrix is a useful tool in the nodal perspective since
permits to gain a clear and broader vision of the manufacturing strategy of a GMVN
actor. Even though does not consider the effects and complexity of interacting with
other network participants.
3. Dyadic Strategic Perspective
Under this perspective, the focus moves away from the company and is located in
the collaboration itself. It is necessary to understand the motivations and needs of
participants in the relationship to minimize the risk of opportunistic behavior if we
want to be successful. One of the most relevant theories about this approach is
what Nalebuff and Brandenburg (1996) named "coopetition". It is based on the
simultaneous adoption of competitive and collaborative strategies with the market
players. "Coopetition" is a relationship based on the total net value provided by all
actors that participate in a business relationship including suppliers, customers,
substitutes (competitors) and complementors represented in a value net. The aeroengine manufacturers Rolls Royce and GE Avio collaborate intensively in research
programs with the University of Bristol or in the F136 engine manufacturing to
power the F-35 Lightning II military aircraft. Nevertheless, they also compete
aggressively to supply the engine that powers the new Airbus 380 with the Rolls
Royce Trent 900 engine against the GP 7200 engine manufactured by a consortium
where GE is present. However, under the Aristotelian logic that dominates business
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management rationality, this approach may provide a paradox difficult to be solved
since a strategy of collaboration and competition with the same company leads to
reconsider the rules of interaction between firms.
The theory of "coopetition" is based on the mutual benefits obtained from a
potential collaboration between competitors when it is considered the entire
network of value in a relationship including all stakeholders. This contribution has
been very useful by giving a new perspective to the classic competitive approach
but does not solve the cognitive conflict inherent in this type of collaboration. It
implicitly assumes that the global economic benefit of all participants in the
relationship will be enough to overcome the cognitive and emotional barriers that
arise when working with competitors. However, it is necessary to design some
regulatory mechanisms within the relationship that minimize this dilemma that
arises when working with competitors. The absence of an approach that considers
the soft factors within a collaboration is what has led to the failure of many
strategic alliances between competitors. It is therefore necessary a complementary
approach that takes into account the more informal or emotional aspects of
collaboration.
Many scholars have addressed this problem under different approaches (e.g., Zeng
& Chen 2003; Chen & Yao, 2003). For example, structural mechanisms seek to
solve this dilemma by changing the structural parameters of the collaboration. One
of the most interesting contributions in this line is by changing the structure of the
pay-off matrix through a variation of the prisoner's dilemma by applying the game
theory (Zeng & Chen 2003). Other interesting contributions are by introducing
structural systems of sanctions that prevent opportunistic behavior or by reducing
the size of the group. However, another perspective, the motivational approach is
the one that has obtained the best results. It is based on changing the perception
of the network actors on the social environment. This theory shows how personal
communication

drastically

increases

cooperation

so

every

participant

can

understand the nature of the dilemma and the negative consequences for the
group of opportunistic behavior. Once everybody gets the picture about the
different options depending on each point of view those that best promote the
interest of the network will be applied.
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4. Systemic Strategic Perspective
A third strategic perspective refers to the strategic positioning of the whole
network as a homogeneous system that competes against other manufacturing
networks or individual companies. Under this strategic approach, network actors
may achieve a global overview where they can fit its internal resources in a specific
combination to obtain a competitive advantage difficult to imitate over time.
This complementary of activities in the context of GMVNs refers to what Doz and
Hamel (1998) called “cospecialization” and implies that GMVN actors focus on a few
key skills and activities that are complementary to those of other network
participants. This approach involves improving the knowledge or ability on a
specific field and letting other network actors to develop the other complementary
activities. The more "cospecialization" is achieved the greater economies of
specialization. Network participants become increasingly less similar as they
become less active in technological areas transferred to other GMVN actors. The
more “cospecialization”, the greater dissimilarity in technological capabilities and
the greater network virtualization. However, the main risk of “cospecialization” is to
lose the ability to make a complete product. In case of GMVN failure, actors who
have lost such a capacity must reorient its strategy even though this change does
not use to be feasible within a short term. Therefore, only under a systemic
approach based on trustful relationships among its network actors is plausible an
intense “cospecialization” within GMVNs.
When GMVNs reach this systemic perspective, they achieve the paradigm of
sustainable competitive advantage based on "cospecialización” as the way its
activities fit and reinforce one another (Porter, 1996). Also they avoid the so-called
"trap of the Red Queen" (Barnett & McKendrick, 2004). This metaphor is based on
the book by Lewis Carroll, "Alice through the Looking-Glass" where Alice says that
although she is running as much as she can she remains in the same spot to which
Red Queen replies, "it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place”.
This metaphor describes the co-evolutionary process in which companies must
aggressively compete to survive. Under this perspective, strongest actors increase
selection pressures, yielding more fit survivors, which in turn generate stronger
competition and so on in a self-accelerating process of reciprocal causality. As
suggested by the Red Queen's metaphor relative competitive position of network
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actors can be stable even though it may take high investments in R & D, marketing
or new product development. The systemic strategic perspective avoids this trap
since each network actor specializes in some unique processes or components
complementary to other network actors where activities fit and reinforce one
another in a self-reinforcing process to achieve a sustainable competitive
advantage against other firms or external networks.
Proposition 6: The higher degree of cospecialization in a GMVN, the higher
efficiency and competitiveness will be achieved.
Last GMVN´s building block is dynamics. This concept refers to network operations
including areas such as information and communication technologies (ICTs) or
control and monitoring tasks. Many authors have studied this field like the works of
Li et al (2004) on manufacturing grids or Liu and Shi (2008) on collaborative
manufacturing in sectors such as computer manufacturing, astronomy and
bioinformatics. These works study how to coordinate the design and operation of
heterogeneous manufacturing resources distributed throughout the network.
Recently, several scholars (e.g., Camarinha et al., 2009; Chituc et al., 2009) have
developed some conceptual models referred to the necessary ICTs to manage this
type of organizations. However, there are still many aspects to develop in this area
like the dilemma of how supervising these networks.
Several theories have developed the question about the need for these networks to
be or not controlled. For example, the evolutionary theory of organizations (Foster,
2000) raises the dilemma between a self-organized process against other process
consciously directed.
However, GMVNs have a number of characteristics that make them different from
other virtual organizations. Their most relevant feature is the intense horizontal
collaborations between competitors. Any effort to supervise and control these
organizations will go against their original nature and will create internal tensions
that could put at risk the network survival. Therefore, GMVNs should not be
directed or controlled but they should be able to emerge and evolve on their own
towards a dynamic equilibrium. Although in practice, it is usual that environmental
factors cause substantial changes in the network morphology by producing an
evolution to open structures with many weak ties and structural holes. In addition,
some actors may seek centralized positions to achieve certain control or power
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over the network. Since these factors may weaken trust among network actors and
strongly affect network performance, it is necessary to design some mechanisms to
avoid these situations. Implementation of ICT systems at network level can help to
overcome this problem. Paradoxically, these control mechanisms will assist to
prevent that network evolves towards centralized or hierarchical typologies to
precisely avoid that nobody controls and manages the GMVNs. Diagram of figure 8
includes a conceptual model of ICTs in GMVNs based on multiagent technology to
manage their dynamics, positions of power and to increase trust among their
actors.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF ICTs IN GMVNs

Specific Mechanisms in GMVNs

Basic Structure of Multiagent Systems
in Supply Networks

Customer Order
- Product Specifications
- Quantity
- Lead Time
- Price

Trust Management
• Trust evolution (from deterrence to social
dimension)

Social Embeddedness in GMVNs
• Social relationships and previous
collaborations map

• Multiagent System based on
negotiation mechanisms

• Management of Network Morphology
• Centralization or Hierarchical
monitoring in the GMVN
• Real time survey of strong and weak
ties
• Real time survey of structural holes

Dynamic Assignment of Tasks

• Data by Production Centre
• Product Portfolio
• Machinery type, specifications,
tolerances, capacity, constraints
• Capacity and Constraints of each
Network Actor.
• Real Time Knowledge of workload of
each actor.
• Data by product, lead time, discount
for quantity, inventory control,
flexibility to cange contracts

Performance Survey
• By enterprise, by dyadic, relationship, by
project, global added value

Figure 8: Conceptual Model of ICT in GMVNs

Proposition 7: GMVNs with global ICTs platforms will have less risk to move
into centralized or hierarchical structures, and will reduce the threat of
opportunistic behavior.
Benefits of GMVNs are unquestionable. They provide a highly efficient system
characterized by low barriers to entry and exit, geographic flexibility, low cost, very
fast

network

technology

diffusion,

high

diversification

through

contract

manufacturers and exceptional economies of scale and specialization. Therefore,
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this type of organization is increasingly growing in sectors such as automotive,
computers, aeronautics and chemistry. However, there are a number of risks
inherent in this kind of collaboration with competitors that must be avoided to
ensure the survival of the network. The four proposed building blocks, structure,
culture, strategy and dynamics, permit to analyze all relevant factors within these
organization in a systematic manner as well as to prevent problems that can
undermine their efficiency. Closed structures with many strong ties between
network actors avoid opportunistic behavior but reduce innovation potential of
these networks. ICTs can minimize these problems through applications that make
more transparent the actors´ behavior. Systemic strategy can provide a very high
level of competitiveness if based on "cospecialzación" although it is important to
build trust among all network actors. The importance of four cultural mechanisms
described will be critical for the survival of GMVNs. If actors within these
organizations are able to overcome the inherent risks of these collaborations,
GMVNs will have a big growth in the coming years where it is not needed to
maintain internal manufacturing resources but to manage and share the network
resources.
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